### HOW TO CITE IMAGES USING MLA (8th ed.)

#### Electronic Image of a Work of Art (Including a Painting, Sculpture, or Photograph)

Creator’s Name, *Name of Work of Art Italicized*, Creation Date, Institution and city where the work is housed, *Name of the Website in Italics*, URL. Date of access.

**EXAMPLE:**

#### Electronic Image Found Only Online

Creator’s Name, “*Name of Image.*” *Name of the Website in Italics*, Institution/organization affiliated with the site, Creation Date (if available), URL. Date of access.

**EXAMPLE:**

- **DO NOT CITE GOOGLE IMAGES** as a source. Click on VISIT PAGE to find information about image.
- The Library has an image database – IMAGEQUEST. Find it on the Library Website under the DATABASES BY NAME tab

*For more information, visit CITE YOUR SOURCES on the Mercy College Library Website.*